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MUL PHASE FLOW IN THE ADVANCED FLU

by

D LYNAM CS M.2DEL

W. R, Bohl, D. Wilhelm, J. Berthier, F, P. Parker
J. MaudlinS. !chikawa, L, Goutagny, H. Ninokata, and P,

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the modeling used in the Advanced Fluid Dy-
namics Model (AFDM), a computer code to Investigate new approaches to
simulating severe accidents in fast reactors. The AFIX4 code has 12
topologies describing what material contacts are possible depending
on the presence or absence of a given material in a computational
cell the dominant Ilauid, and the continuous Dhase, Sinclle-Dhase,
bubbly, churn-turbu
for the pool situat
tinuous and dlscont
of phenomenological
by models of nuclea
~escence, and mass

Wt, CelllJlar, and dispersed flow are-permitted
ons modeled, Interracial areas between the con-
nuous phases are convected to allow some tracking
histories Inter facial areas also are modified
Ion. dynamic forces, turbulence, flashinq, coa-
ransfe}. Heat transfer

ing engineering correlations. Liquid/vapor
handled with a nonequilibrium heat-transfer.
melting and freezing processes are based on
tions, The Los Alarnos SESAME equation of s’
m?nted uslnq densities and temperatures as
A surmnary d~scrlptlon of the AFIX4 numerical

generally is tre~ted us-
phase transitions are
limited model, whereas
equilibrium consldera-
ate (EOS) has been imple-
he Independent variables
algorlthm is provided.

The AFDM code currently is being debugged and checked out,
Twu samp;e three-field calculations also are presented, The

first is a three-phase bubble column mlxlng experiment performed at
Argonne National Laboratory: the second IS a Ilquld-llquld mlxlng ex-
periment performed at %ernfor sch~ngszer~t rum, Karl sruhe, that resulted
In rapid vapor production We conclude that only qualitative compar-
isons currently are possible for complex multlphase sltuatlons, Many
fl~rther model developments can be pursued, but there are Ilmlts be-
( ,’(SC O( the lack of a comprehensive the(;ry, the lack of detailed
rw ! Icomponent experimental data, and the dlfflcultles In keeping the
res~~ltlng modol complexities tractable
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1. INTROOUCTICN

metal

s i ona

t iona

he analysis of hypothetical core-disruptive accidents (HCDAS) in liquid-

fast-breeder reactors (LMFBRs) is an inherently mult iphase, multidirrien-

problem and involves many simplifying assumptions. At Los Alarnos Na-

Laboratory, an international team is workil~g to develop approaches that

will allow some approximations to be removed and the level of uncertainty to be

reduced. These approaches are being implemented in a computer code called the

Advanced Fluid Dynamics Model (AFC$J), AFIXI provides a prototype for testing

developments leading to an improved HCDA computational capability. A previous

paperl discussed the AFDM computational methods and gave the results of a pre-

liminary calculation. This paper describes the models in AFlld and presents ad-

ditional calculations, including a 11 quid-liquid-vapor system resulting in ra-

pid vaporiza

In this

differential

algorithm is

ion.

paper

equa t

sunvna

wt first describe the scope of the AFCM code, including the

ons and the components treated Second, the overall AF134

ized, Third, we descr;be the AFDM models. This includes

the treatment of topologies, flow regimes, Interracial areas, moment~m-exchange

and heat-transfer coefficients, and the solut ior to the intracell heat and

mass-transfer equations, Finally, two sample calculations are presented show-

ing the current status of the AFDM calculations. This allows some conclusions

to be made and possible future developments

Il. THE AFM SCOPE

The AFl14 may be categorized as a three

multlphase, Euler Ian, fluld--dynamlcs code

structure, fuel particles, fuel Ilqulcf, coo

por , i?nd noncondensab

field, the Ilquld coo

cIes are assigned to

The dlfferenllal

to be discussed

velo~ity-feld, two-dimenslona’,

There ;~re ~even densltj components:

ant lIquId, !Ijel vapor, coolant va-

e gas The fuel pa’llcles and lll~uld occupy one velocity

ant occupies a secoll.~ veloc !y fl~ld, and the vapor sp6-

he third veloclty Ileld

equations Invol\rlny mass, mumr?ntum, and Internal energy

that are solved In Af’DM can b~ lndlcated schem,!tlcally by

a~
# +v. (Pmtq)- rm , (1)
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The treatment of momentum by Eq. (2) includes a virtual mass term that provides

(2)

(3)

(4)

a significant stab

tial differenclng.

source term, Orcj.

of time, The mass

Iity Improvement, particularly when using higher order spa-

The ctructure energy equation [Eq, (3)] has no mass-transfer

ndicating that the structure volume fractions are independent

transfers allowed are melt inglfreezing of particles and fuel

liquid and the vapor izatlonicocdensat lon of both liquids with the respective va--

por components For consistency In mass and energy transport, the material mrm-

ponents in the vapor e~ergy equation [Eq (~)] must be Con”e,;ted ,ndivldually.

Obtalnlng Eqs (1)--(5) based on an averaging of local balance equations IS

still controkerslal, Additional terms to represent interce!l momentum trans-

fers, slJch as Reynolds StreSSeS, currently are being considered.

In addltlon to Eqs (l)--(5), AFCNJ attempts some followlng of phenomenolog-

Ical hls!orles by convecting Inlerfaclal areas per unit mass using

-3-
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“ (iqipq) = r s~ A,q + :sB,q (6)

In Eq. (6), the convertible interracial areas each are assigned to a momentum

field, and source (sink) terms exist for both the continuous liquid and the con-

tinuous vapor situations, Another possibility is to convect interracial areas

only with the velocity of the discontinuous

Ill. THE AFlld ALGORITHM

The AFDM code integrates the different

phase, as is discussed in Sec. VIII.

al equat ons on a staggered mesh

with pressures, densities, energies, and interracial areas defined on cell

centers and velocities defined on cell edges. AFDM is designed to use a

fractional-step method for time integration in which the Iltracell configura-

tion changes and the heat/ma~s transfer are evaluated separately frcn intercell

convection. This type of approach allows a modular development based on differ-

ent viewpoints using differing theoretical formulations and increases the feasi-

bility of expanding the equation set to treat the large number of components

that may be considered in HCDA analysis,

There are four steps in the AFM approach, Step 1 updates Eqs, (l)--(6)

for intracell t:dnsfers, Convection is ignored, and the terms treated are the

partial derivatives with respect to time (or the first term in each equation)

and the mass and energy transfer terms (or the right side of eacl, equation).

The path through step 1 ha~ eight parts as follows.

1, Evaluate the equation of state (EOS)

2. Select the flow topology and the continuous phase,

‘1\ Update the convertible inter facial area:.

4. Define additional instantaneous interracial areas for inlracell trans-

fers,

5. Obtain heat-t tansfer coefficients.

6. Calculate momentl.lm-exchange coefficients,

7, Perform heat- and mass-transfer operations,

8 Modify convect lble inter facial areas based on the mass-transfer

results.

-4
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Step 2 initializes variables for the pressure iteration by integrating

Eqs. (l)--(5) with the right sides set to zero and the convective terms treated

explicitly. A van Leer2 type of donor cell higher order spatial differencing

is available as an option to reduce numerical diffusion. The virtual mass

terms and the implicit treatment of interfie!d mcmentum coupling are described

inRef. 1.

EOS. Step 3

a multivar ia

gorithm deve

preach, only

nter facial areas a{e ignored because they are not Included in the

obtains consistent end-of-time-step velocities and pressures using

e Newton-Raphson iteration. A variation of the semi-implicit sl-

oped by Liles and Reed is used.3 In the AFCMd version of this ap-

selected (sensitive) variables or relationships are allowed tc

change from Step 2 estimates to limit the number of potential operations,

Step 4 performs consistent convection of mass, momentum, energy, and inter-

racial area using the velocities from Step 3 to obtain the final end-of-time-

step values for all the field variables. Because convection of inte-’acial

area requires special considerations, it is discussed further in Sec. Vlll.

One unique AFOM feature is [he use of the SESAME4 EOS package in a multi-

phase code. The SESAME EOS system is a standardized, computer-based library of

tables of thermodynamic properties and FORTRAN subroutines. To provide an in-

terface for future adjustments with standard fast reactor safety EOS data,5 the

inciependent EOS variables are densities ald temperatures. The materials are

assumed to be irrrni~cible; therefore, each component is evaluated with a sepa-

rate E(3S call. Volume fractions are determined using the principal of mechani-

cal equilibrium; in other words, the particle and liquid cmponents each must

be compressed by an identical pressure. The difference between this EOS pres-

sure and the cell pressure IS one of the variables clrivlng the step 3 itera-

tive procedure. Another iteration requiring inversion of the EOS extracts tem-

peratures as a function of Internal energies following an update of the energy

conservation equations Saturatlcm properties for the AFDJ step 1 models are

based on the vapor partial pressures. T!le AFDM models also require

thermophyslcal properties (thermal conauctivlty, vlscosl~y, and surface ten-

sion). These are computed OutSlde of SESA14E using seDarate correlations.



IV. INTERFACIAL AREA

A. 7opoloqies

After an EOS cal

by defining the geome

cal led the topolcgy.

MODEL I NG

, the intracell transfer calculations in AFlld are started

ric configuration of fluids in a computational cell,

Once selected, the topologies are not changed during a

time step. The influence of the surrounding walis of the pool on the topology

selection is neglected. Therefore, we use the notation topology rather than

flew regime. Twelve topo

of the three velocity fie

the number of existing ve

quid velocity fields, and

ogies are generated to model the various combinations

ds The physical parameters governing the choice are

ocity fields, the dominant liquid within the two li-

the dominant phase. Particles that form the solid

phase of velocity field one are assumed to possess a constant representative

radius. The subdivision into 12 topologies helps to set up an efficient logic

in the vector ized code. The topologies used by AFDM are shown in Fig. 1.

The dominant Iiqu

volume fractions exist

phase is determined by

tat ion criterion. The

/olume fractions. The

d is chosen as a function of the liquid and part

ng In a computat onal cell. The dominant or con

considering both vclume fraction information and

continuous phase is obvious for large vapor or I

levitation c iterion used fcr the intermediate case,

es of a size governed by a Weber number

ven by the local pressure gradient. If

Hysteresis is assumed in order to avoid

which evaluates whether liquid sphe

can be levitated in a vapor flow dr

so , vapor is the continuous phase.

numerical oscillations,

cle

i nuous

a levi-

quid

B. Flow Reqimes

With the present set-up of topologies, some distinction among a limited

number of flow regimes already has been made, The droplet flow regime IS de-

fined by choosing vapor as the continuous phase. Within Iiquld continuous

flows, we OIStln~lJISb between four regimes: bubbly nucleating, bubbly, churn,

and cellular, The bubbly nucleat~rlg regime prevails for small bubble radll and

small vapor volume fractlof~s and is characterized by bubbles being too small to

coalesce Here, the nucleation model IS used to u~date the Interracial areas.

(See IV.C ) Bubbly flow follows up 10 vapor volume fractions of about 0,3.

-6-
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Fig. 1.
The 12 topologies used by the

s atmctum

AF~ computer code,
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For higher void fractions, churn flow is indicated, which has an explicit ef-

fect cm the calculation of the drag coefficient. (See Sec. Vi.) All other ef-

fects with respect to surface areas and drag coefficients are taken care of im-

plicitly by the use of a representative bubble size. For void fractions higher

than about 0.5, a cellular flow regime is modeled when !iquid continuous flow

still prevails. Here, the liquid tends to form bridges between the bubbles,

and the momentum exchange between the phases becomes large.

C. Calculations of Convertible Surface Areas

Bubbles and droplets form the discontinuous phases in the pool geometry.

The models are restricted to evaluating spherical droplets or bubbles, which

are called flcid sphe~es. However, ‘he increase in surface areas beyond a

spherical shape is taken into account by either multipliers or a model modific-

ation to describe the change of surface areas. Three surface areas are possi-

ble between the two discontinuous phases and the continuous phase, called here

the con’:ectible surface areas. Several source and sink terms exist that de-

scribe the splitting or coalescence of fluid spheres: nucleation, turbulence,

dynamic forces, flashing, and random collision, We will cfisc~ss the source

term resulting from dynamic forces as a representative example and will add

limited information about the other processes.

To set up a model for the surface area source term, two physical quanti-

ties must be known. First, one needs to assess the equilibrium size of the

fiuid sphere under the conditions existing in the cell. Second, the rate with

whlcb equilibrium

be described hy a

We9..

is achieved mus; be known. The equilibrium radius, re, can

modified Weber criterion6 with

r

r
e=

i

‘u + reucd)’+c ~,”
4ppAv2 4ppAv2 PgPc~v

(7)

where We IS the Weber number,

and where the Indices c and d

which may be different for bubbles and droplets,

indicate continuous and discontinuous phases, re-

spectively. The second term of the square root accounts for the effects of

viscous flow fields with a constant, C, to be a user-defined input. A singie-

relaxation-time model IS used with

-f3-



d (‘e - ‘d
fird

= min — ),0 ,1 (8)

where the time constant, I, is defined using7

(9)

with another user-defined constant, C’. Equation (8) is integrated over a time

step, At, to yield the charge in radius, Ar, The surface area, a, is a func-

tion of the radius and the volume fraction, the latter of which stays constant

during this part of the update. The change in surface area, Aa, is now

Aa = 3cz/’ 1 -~ .d~rd + Ard ‘d
)

(lo)

A turbulence break-up model IS introduced for fluid spheres ihat exist in

a continuous liquid phase,b The energy of the turbulence eddies is assumed to

be proportional to the interphase velocity, and a gravity term provides a value

at low velocities. Turbulence generated by bubbles can disrupt not only bub-

bles but also droplets of the discontinuous liq~id. A flashing model is used

only for the break-up of

overpressure of droplets

that can be accommodated

acccunt with both liquid

droplets in a continuous vapor phase. The internal

at the bulk temperature is compared with the pressure

by surface tension. Random col! ision is taken into

and vapor continuous phases. The rate of surface area

change is proportional to

the dispersed phase.

Usually. the convect

tions and the sphere radi

bubbles in

pools are

fractions.

perheat to

the interphase velocity and the volume fraction of

ble surface areas are functions of the volume frac-

However, to be able to describe the nucleation of

a continuous liquid, the surface areas in low-vapor-volume-fraction

unctions of the number density of nucleating bubbles9 and the volume

The change in number density is a functicn of a dimensionless su-

model delays in nucleation during rapid evaporation,

-9-
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D. Determination of Instantaneous Interracial Areas

After the convectib

in case a given topolcgy

structure. Step 1 calcu

components given in a ce

l-particle contact based

contact at zero velocity

e surface areas are updated, they must be subdivided

has more than orie discontinuous component and/or

ates up to 10 instantaneous a~rfzce areas between the

I by introducing several models, as there is liquid

on melt ing-freezi:lg criteria, two-phase two–liquid

difference based only on surface tension criteria,

contact of two discontinuous components because of random collision at finite

velocity difference, and a combinaticm of the latter two processes. Add i -

tionally, weighting factors are introduced to redirect bubble surfaces to the

liquid that undergoes nucleation.

For example, for two-phase two-liquid contact at zero velocity differ-

ences, a model becomes necessary because the two liquids may co-exist in a giv-

en cell. Based on surface tension observations,10 three configurations are

possible inAFCN as shown in Fig. 2. Here, c and d denote the continuous ar,d

discontinuous liquid, respectively, and g denotes the vapor phase. The model

is not necessary for all continuous vapor topologies because droplet-droplet

interaction is modeled by random collision. In Fig. 2, the three configura-

tions depend on two surface tension parameters:

‘1 = ‘Cg - adg - ‘cd
, and

‘2 = ‘dg - Ccg - 9cd ‘

(11)

(12)

where the three surface tensions between vapor and continuous liquid, cg: vapor

and discontinuous liquid, dg; and between both liquids, cd, must be known, For

configurations 1 and 3, ‘he observation predicts a very I imited contact between

the vapor bubble and one of the Iiqu

siveness of this observation, a user.

troducea.

The increased contact between d

spheres in case that film boiling cr

d phases. However, to restrict the exclu-

defined residual surface area, ar, is in-

scontlnuous vapor and discontinuous liquid

teria are mi’t is taken into account only

by changing tt”,e heat-transfer coefficients.

-lo_
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Cm@mation 1 Chfigwation Z

c Continuous liquid

d Discontinuous liquid

g Vapor bubble
Fig. 2.

Two-phase, two-1 Iqu:d con flgurallons In AFCMJ.

bnfiguration 3



v. HEA-i-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

After the instantaneous interracial surface areas are evaluated, heat-

triinsfer coefficients are calculated assuming steady-state temperature pro-

files, Between liquid, structure, and particle componerlt pairs, heat transfer

is based on bulk temperature differences. Heat transfer *O or fr~ the vapor

field is based on interface temperatures. When mass transfer occurs, the in-

terface temperature is the saturation temperature corresFcmding to the partial

pressure of the participating component. If no mass transfer is possible, the

interface temperature is evaluated to obtain heat flow continuity, A general

expression of the heat flux for a nonvapor component, m, is

I
%n = ~,hm,m’am,m’(Tm’ - ‘m) + ‘m,Gam,G(TG,m - ‘m) ‘

(13)

where m’ z m, and m’ ● G. For the vapor,

%G = X ‘G,maG,m(T~,m - ‘G) ‘
(14)

m

wherein s G. The heat-transfer processes considered are conduction, convec-

tion, and radiation, In general, a convective correlation of the Nusselt num-

ber is used In th~ continuous phase. 11 For the discontinuous phases, convec-

tive heat-transfer corr~lat ions are used if the droplet is in the nonrigid

mode, For the rlgld mode, a conductive heat-transfer coefficient is a~sumed,

A special case IS given for part iclez and contirluous liquid 1 where additional

turbulent heat transfer IS taken int~ account Both components are in the same

ve!ocity field, but they do not have the sanw turbulevt velocity fluctuations,

Another special case occurs b(’twet?n Ilquld droplets when the vapor IS the con-

tinuous phase, Both liquid droplets exchange heat by direct contact during

colllslon and by radiation. A third special casp corresponds to film boiling

In case of the crmtact of two Ilquld.s, a stable film exists If the difference

between tlm’ interface ternpera!ure and the Iiqulrl 7 salurallcm Iemperalure IS

above the Leldcnfrost point, The heat-transfer coefll[:lent then is based on a

combination of thf? corlvectlve and radlatlve Nuss(~li rlumht?rs Inside thv ~apor



film.12 Heat-transfer coefficients are calculated explicitly and are not

changed during the heat- and mass-transfer calculations.

V1. CALCULATICB40F MCM4ENTLBJ EXCHANGE COEFFICIENTS

The momentum exchange coefficients of Eq. (2) are functions of drag coef-

ficients and instantaneous interracial areas, They consist of a Iaminar and a

turbulent term. The Iaminar term is only a function of the viscosity. but the

other is directly proportional to the velocity difference between the velocity

fields under consideration. The main parameter of the turbuletlt term is the

drag coefficient, which, in case of the drag between the discontinuous and the

continuous fields, is calculated using a drag similarity hypothesis, 13 There-

fore, a model is implemented that uses fluid spheres similarly to the model for

the surface area source and sink terms. For modest velocity differences, the

model calculates a mixture viscosiiy using data from both the continuous and

discontinuous phases. The Reyno

this viscosity, The influence o

fraction on the drag coefficient

compare surface tension forces w

of the volume fractions

For Iiqulcl continuous flows

ds number of the fluid spheres is based on

distortion of the ~pheres and of the volume

is accounted for by introducing terms that

th gravity forces and those that are functions

with high void fractions, the drag coefficient

is compared with tha! of a chuln-turbulent lower limit. For void fractions

higher than about 50% but still prevailing continuous liquid flows, the drag

cuefficien!

exists only

General

ponents or a

s assumed to incre,lse substantially because this f!ow regime

or low vapor slip velocities

y, rnwrentum exchange cuefficlents between two discontinuous com--

discontlnuous component and the structure do not imply a Iaminar

term. and constar~t drag coctflclcnts are assumed. I{owever. if fiim boil irlg is

indicated, the momentum exchange coefficlect between the vapor ano the discon-

tinuous Ilquld IS In(redsed to model at least a part of the vapor phase exlst-

Ing as a blanket around the I lquld spheres

VIII INTRA(XI.L UPt)AllS [of+ HEAT AN:) MASS lRANSr[H

A . l~!~@ct Ion

With the III’

cated A[[Mt St(?p

mlnatiofl 15 n~”ll

erfn(.lfil areas and lwat-triil~sfer ~oefflclerlts known, the trun

const’l vat Ion equatlorls ilr~ solvpd The mass-transfer deter-

near ;ind has Iecelved the most att~ntlon A three-step

13



process is involved. First, vaporization-condensation is determined, Second,

melting and/or freezing rates are evaluated. Third, velocities and convective

interracial areas are updated based on mass-transfer results.

B. Vaporization and Condensation

Two different models are used, depending un the presence or absence of va-

por in a cell. For a two-phase cell, interfaces exist between liquid and va-

por, and a total heat flux balance can be calculated at the interfaces. In the

present code, mass transfer is only driven thermally, and there are no limita-

tions because of diffusion processes. Mass-transfer rates are determined by

su~ing Eqs. (3)--(5) and then using the fact that overall energy conservation

can be maintained if all the heat- and

fcr edch material (including both Iiqu

mass-transfer rate of t+e form

mass-transfer sources are surmned to zero

d and vapor components). This g ves a

cLsm+oHp m+oHLm+c#Gm

‘G, Lm ‘H(rG ~m)(iti - iCon ~) + H(-rG Lm)(i
#

, Vap,m - ‘Lml ‘
(15)

In Eq. (15), the difference between the interracial en~halpy and the bulk enth-

alpy must be ;ncluded in the effective heat of vaporization because the only

permanent energy variable stored is the bulk value. The mass-transfer rate

then is back-substituted into the energy conservation equations. The equa-

tions are solved by identifying two types of variables, sensitive and insensi-

tive. The sensitive variables are TL1, TL2, TG, ~Ll, and ~L~, the less sensi-

tive variables are Ts and Tp, The sensitive variables are updated implicitly

with a multivariate Newton-Raphsorl procedure, The less sensitive variables are

updated explicitly with I!milers cn the heat--lrarlsfer cuefficlerlts t~ avuld

overshoots, The main difficulty with this procedure is the apparent tendency

of the Jacobian matrix In the Newton-Raphson iteration to become singular when

the products of the heat-; ransfer coefficients t

much larger than the liquid thermal inertia. At

vaporizes and which component condense~ apparent

Iutions 10 this problem are being studied,

mes thp Inter faclnl areas are

these points, which compf)nmt

y becomes Indeterminate. S(J

The method is different for a sin~le-phase cell whpr(! no inter facia

flux can be calculated. In such a case, heat transter br+twcerl the two I

components, the pnrticle field, and the structure IS calculateci Impllclt
-14-
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solving a 4 x 4 system of I

only to initialize a fictit

This is determined by using

from the heat-transfer calcl

tion equations.

C. Meltinq and Freezing

near equations. Mass transfer then is required

ous vapor volwne used for numerical convenience.

the departure from saturation conditions resulting

Iation as a driving source in the energy conserva-

The rate of melt inglfreezing is obtained by an equllibriumrnodel. The en-

er~ies of the liquids and particles come fran the calculations in Sec. VII.B,

The freezing rate is proportional to the difference between the Ilquidus energy

and the energy of liquid 1. The melting rate is proportional to the difference

between the particle energy and the solidus energy of component 1. The resid-

ual liquid (in freezinS) or residual particles (in melting) remain at the li-

quidus or solidus ~~iergies, respectively. If all of a ccxnponent can freeze or

melt, a direct energy-field transfer occurs to ensure energy conservation.

Q. Update ot Velocities and Interracial Areas

When the rqq’ are available, the velocities can be updated consistently

with !he energies and densities using Eq. (2). Also, using the mass-transfer

rates, c!~ta are available to update the corwectible interracial areas a second

timcm All surfaces areas are functions of the volume fractims. Therefore,

the change in volume fractions must be taken into account in the area

updates. If new volume fractions are generated by phase transitions, initial

surface areas and initial momentum coupling coefficients are a~sociated with

them.

VIII. INTERFACIAL AREA CONVECTION

Discussillll of the details of Steps 2--4 of thu AHIM ulgorlthrn is beyond

the s{,ope o? this paper, (See Ref. 1,) However, the convection of interracial

aretis In Step 4 drsc’ves additional corrrncnt. Two methods of Intcrfaclal area

convection havv berm progrmmnr?d in AFIM; the currently ofmral ional mefhocl fol-

lows Eq (G), F.a(:l] Ir:ter facial llr(?il IS asslgncd 10 a morrmltum component Thu

area per unit volume is divld?d by th~ appropriate density component, and then

the ~r~a p~’r unit mass is convectwi slmllarly to II)(’ SpCC I fIr internrnl energy

with hlghor ordrr dlffcr[!nclng (If slm.lfle d), (h)fl:;t’qllml I y, this apprt)nctl

1!1



convects interracial area for both the continuous anlJ the discontinuous com-

ponents. The second, exploratory, approach is to only convect interracial area

using the velocity of the discontinuous phase. The idea is to better treat the

change in topology that can occur at a cell interface. Here interracial area

is not associated with a unit of mass or volume, and consis!en’

differencing appears impossible As an example, consider area

from a cell with bubbly flow to one with droplet (dispersed) f

approach would move the inter fa:ial area with the liquid ~uch

higher order

being convected

Ow . The current

hat tt,c droplet

source in the dispersed cell wollld correspond to the bubble size in the liquid

continuous cell, The exploratory approach would move the interracial area with

the vapor velocity so that tbe droplet source likely would be larger or smaller

than the bubble size in the donor cell. The quest

a!ions require significant further study,

lx. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS

ons raised by such consider-

Currently, the AFDM code is being debugged and checked out, and the re-

sults of both simple and more complex problems are being studied. This paoer

presents one problem of each type.

. A Three-Phase Bubble Col~rnn SimulationA ——.

The “simple” problem was a study by Argonne National Laboratory14 of the

onset of mixing and stratification wlihin Iiquid-liquld and Ilquid-solid mix-

tures agitated by gas bubbling. The experimental dat~ led to the hypothesis

that separation (or mixing) IS determined :r~ quasi-static situations by compar-

ing the mean rjenslty of the mixture, ~~lx = l~m, wi’h the density of the light-

er CC)fTll)Onent, f2Qx, Starting from a stratified ~nnfigurat ion, initial mixing

WIII begin when pp~ > PMIE - phyahx Strallflcallon from a mixed cnnfiguratlen

OCCUrS wherl ~Qx < ~Mlx - PQxaQx ‘ Phxa/~~

T%e AF[)M COLIC can reprorfuct? such behavior quolltatlvely simply t)y using the

hy~!othesls that orlly 111() Iargost v(~lumu fract lor~ i Iquld has I Iquldlvapor momen-

tum coupling In I Iq(jlu (-ontlnuous flow For example, the quasi-static pressure

gradlerlt Is Vp : ~~lx(l if pt,xat,x ( pQx In th~ lower fluIdof a stratified sit

uation, a small arrw)l)r~! (If numfrlcal mlxlr)g WIII progresslvcty allow downf low of

the ll~htcr fluid Irlto tht’ tluilvlt~r f luId as a cor)sPqIIPr)(P of the AFDM momentum

f?qu,ll Ior]s.

16



Several AF~ calculations have been rur, to examine this situation. Fig-

ure 3 shows the results when the lighter fluid has a specific gravity of 0.87

(p-xylene), the heavy fluid is water, and the gas flow has been set to zero to

achieve a optimal stratification rate.

B. A Liquid-Liquid Mixing E~peliment with Vapor Production

One of the ear!y tests of Step 1 performance was done on the small-scale

mult icomponent mult iphase box (W) experiment currently under way at Kernfor-

schungszentrum, Karlsruhe (KfK). The experiment was chosen because it incor-

porates many features that address AFOM Step 1 model ling. The experimental

hardware consists of a rectangular 10-cm x 21-cm x 3-cm box partially made of

glass walls to permit observation with a high-speed movie camera. Figure 4

shows a front view of the box. Because the center line is a syrmnetry axis, the

left side shows a simplified initial state of the experiment, whereas the right

side shows the

hers to Fig. 4

number in that

anvnonia A ho

center region

code model in a quasi-planar geometry, We have

A cell is identified by reading the horizonta

order The box is coo ed to 240 K and filled w

low cylinder 2.5 rrrn th ck separates the arnnonia

hat is filled with hot tetralin (a hydrocarbon

arrvnonia) shortly before the test

The experiment IS initiated by withdrawing the separating

added cell num-

and the vertical

th liquid

from a voided

rnnlscible with

cylinder into the

back wall of the box The movement of the cylinder is completed after about

100ms, and it introduces turbulence at the Iiquid-liquld Interface. This part

of the transient is difficult to model with the code, and adjustments for the

starting time become necessary, as mentioned below. The experiment is designed

to sim[llate the hydrodynamic interaction of two irnniscible liquids with differ-

ing denslilcs Thn initial temperature Of tetralin is abuve the saturation tern-.

perature of .vmnonia, As amnonla evaporates, the liquid-liquid mixing process is

erhanced The dropl~ts of the discontinuous liquid are spilt up, increasing the

Inter facial surface area between the liquids. Firtally, a vigorous evaporation

of arrmonla takes place after several hundred ml

mlxlng and thermal eqIJIl Ibrallon of the Ilqulds

the str~tlflcatlon of the nonpvaporated am~onla

TIe Initial crmdltlons of the AFIM calcLJla

Pxper lment , ore ils follows.

● Irllt;al temperature of llqLJld almlK)r~la

tempcr,lt(,’rv at 1 bsr IS ?40 K )

1/

I iseconds, leading to a complete

The flnnl stage is governed by

above the tetral in.

I on , as given by the

22!) K (Ihe saturatlurl
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Fig. 3.
An ~ calculation in the process af stratification. Shorn are the liquid volune fractions in a bubble
CO IIMWI of radius 35 rmm and height 1 m. The lower bcundary node is 50% structure volune to channel gas
flm ~ard.
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● Initial temperature of Iiqu

ature at 1 bar is 350 K.)

@ Arrmnia mass: 0.039 kg, Te

amnonia/tetralin: 0.7.

d tetra! in: 319 K (The saturation temper-

ralin ,mass: 0.104 kg density ratio

At this stage of the code shake-down prog~tirrl, RO substantial effort could be

expended to examine the effects of modifications on about ?0 parameters ava;l-

able to tune the Step 1 models. However , th~ code was able to address the main

physical phenomena occurring during the trmslent. A .s~~lect ion of results is

given below.

As in the experiment, the AF~ calcul~tim can be divided into three

parts. First, premixing takes place as the heavier tetral in moves down through

the liquid arrwnonia, In the contact region between the Iiqulcs, vapor is gene-

rated, which enhances the mixing process. Figure 5 shows the rnnvec~ible in-

terracial areas for the cell [(7,4)] that represents the lower mixing region.

Between O and 15(Jms, the surface area stays ~t a iow value of about 10m2/m~.

As slip velocities increase, so does the interfacia! area, which results in a

rapid change just before 200 ms. At this time, !ne rapid evaporat ion leads to

a pressure PL11S(2, which is shown in Fig. 6. In this second stage, the pres-

sure drives b[

ble for a rap

larger volume

esses now yie

th liquids upward, The large velocities generated ari

d redistribution of the masses, and the liquids now f

Droplet flow with topology 10 is dominant. The spl

d surface areas on the order ot 10 000 m2/rl13. ‘he ca

responsi-

i I a much

tting proc-

culated

pressure pulse of Fig. 6 is observed In the exper inwit at 400 ms.

As stated above, the experimental starting time needs adjustment. If the

starting time is postponed by 200 ms, the pressure pu!ses of both the code and

the experiment occur at the same tlmc. Using the same time shift, a comparison

01 Ietral In temperatures in cell (8,9) with ~.p~rimentnl temperatures IS shnwn

in Fig. 7 Because the position of this CCII is near the periphe”y of the ini-

tial tetralin rcglon, the Initial change In Iemppratu:e IS sensitive to how the

interface between both I Iquids moves. The third stage of the trancient is

ctlaracterized by sloshirlg of the

liquid arrvnonia above the tetr,llin

code vr~’Jl(-t hot tetralln reenter

iqulds and, finnlly, a stratification of the

Figure 7 sFII~ws that both experiment and

ng cell (8,9) between 600 and SJO ms. The

final sfagr (If str; rific~tir)n is not shown in }’igs, 5--/ because it takes more

than 21)(NI ms. However, Ihe comparison with the cxperlrmnt is reasonable.

-)o-
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The higher order differenclncj scheme was found to be importan

simple donor-cell differencing, the Step 1 AFDM models were domina

ion. The main “simple” model modification suggested by this exper

placement of the bulk liquid-liquid heat–transfer term in Eq, (13)

us

ed by

men t

by a

that only transfers heat be~ween the surfaces of the two liquids with the appro-

ng

di ffus-

s re-

erm

priate modifications to the mass-transfer models, which would better represent

the film boiling regime. Advanced modifications, such as better representing

experimental turbulence, would take considerably more effort,

X. CONCI.USION’3

The AFCYJ code brings a new Ieve o{ sophistication into mode ing the de-

tails of mult icomponent, multlphase flow, and the model ling shows promise. Re-

latively simple models, combined with a detdi led solution to the conservation

equations, evidently can represent the dominant features of mult iphase flow. In

particular, the calculations presented here suggest an application of AF131,

with some simple model modifications, ill future investigations of vapor

explosions. Examining the effects of the various model parameters also shwld

be profitable.

Many extensive improvements can be suggested. Besides turbulence, channel

flow regimes require representation, rrore components could be aoded for trans-

port of distorted droplet/bubble shapes or temperature gradienls, and mass

transport could be model led in a more integrated, nonequi!ibrium, diffusion-

Iimited fasl”lion, Unfortunately. the extensive numerical complexity,

a complete theory, and the limited detailed experimental data base do

its. Further development can make progress In addressirlg LMFBR HCDA

perhaps the best quesfion to add{ess in future efforts is the optimal

ment strategy given the resources available to the project,
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NCBJENCLATIJRE

Interracial area per unit volume

Interracial area per unit mass

User-defined constant

User-defined constant

Specific internal energy

Acceleration from gravity

Heat-transfer coefficient

Heavislde function

Fnthalpy

inter field momentum exchange coefficient

Pressure

Volumetric energy source term

Radius

Interracial area source term

Time

Temperature

Veloclty

Virtual mass term

Weber number

Volume fraction

Maf,s-transfer rate per ur’lt VOIUI’IW

lnterfaclal slip veloclty

Dynamic vlscoslty

Mlcroscoplc (thermodynanllc) den$l$y

ap , the mar’roscoplr (.vmc,ir) dmslly

Surface terl>lurl

l~mc corJst7ni
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Equilibrium

Vapor

The vapor field

A heat-transfer source

Heavier ccnpoaent

Nuclear heating

Frictional heating

Signifying liquid

A liquid energy component

Lighter component

A density or energy component

A density component smnation index

Mixture density

Particles

44 momentum componenl

A momentum componen’

The structure field

Saturated vapor

sumna

A niass-!ransfer source

iofi Index
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